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OUR HALLOWEEN ISSUE

From The Editor . . .

I’m baaaaaack!!!! As I said we’d be – with an all-new issue of Celtic
Guide for October 2015. This is typically our Halloween issue and we’ve
adjusted our theme a wee bit to “Mysterious Monsters.” We’ve also
allowed other Halloweenish type stories in, as well as news on the U.S.
National Scottish Fiddling Championships.
As for my “Shining” example at left, I’m no Jack Nicholson, but I’m
still pretty scary. Hey, if you can’t laugh at yourself, what the hell good
are you, anyway?
Since we’ve decided to go bi-monthly, we expect a greater issue every-other month, as
evidenced by our long Table Of Contents, below, and with our contributors having more time
to polish their stories. This move had to be made to take the pressure off the many volunteers
who have so tirelessly worked on these issues over the last four years. What with trying to earn a
living, trying to enjoy some time off, and with family challenges shared by many, it just seemed
like the right thing to do for everyone involved.
We’re still planning on providing plenty of great, FREE Celtic tales, only just not as often.
There never has been a lack of stories to tell and I doubt there ever will be. Finding time to
tell them all has been the challenge. But we’re still here and still churning out the cream of the
crop for you, our readers. Our front cover is another great illustration by Larry Andrews, which
accompanies one of his stories to be found inside this issue. And we have all kinds of Monster
stories inside, too.
See you there, but don’t forget to knock first. Boo!!!
FSA Scot

celticguide@gmail.com
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A Tale of
Two Cornish
Monsters

by Toni-Maree Rowe
New Zealand

Art shown above is from a video game called Owlman of Mawnan, available on YouTube.

Cornwall is often regarded as the home of
the weird and wonderful; the landscape inspires
many in the fantastical imaginings. Two of which
stand out as being even more fantastical than
the piskies, giants and witches of old folklore;
instead there are creatures which are products
of our modern imaginings, the Owlman of
Mawnan and the Morgawr.
The Owlman of Mawnan
The first Owlman sightings occurred in
1976, by two young girls (aged nine and twelve)
walking through the woods near Mawnan Smith
Church who claimed to have seen a winged
creature hovering over the church tower. Several
months later, another young girl, Sally Chapman
(aged fourteen) who was camping in the same
woods with a friend, had a close encounter with
the same creature.
“It was like a big owl with pointed ears, as
big as a man. The eyes were red and glowing.
At first, I thought it was someone dressed up,
playing a joke, trying to scare us. I laughed at
it, we both did, then it went up in the air and
we both screamed. When it went up you could
see its feet were like pincers.” (Sally Chapman
– www.americanmonsters.com). The following
day another young girl, Jane Greenwood, claimed
to have a similar encounter with the Owlman.

The church at Mawnan Smith

In every description there are glowing red
eyes, grey feathers, and a pincer or claw-feet
feature; in addition, it is always said to be
man-sized and standing upright. Skeptics have
suggested that it may just be a large Eagle Owl
(they have a wingspan of at least three feet)
either lost from a known colony in Yorkshire
or from the continent. Others, who are more
inclined to believe, however, point out that no
owl stands upright like a man...
Throughout the latter half of 1976, there was
a flurry of Owlman sightings which promptly
died down until 1978 when an eyewitness called
Miss Opie claimed to have seen “a monster,
like a devil, flying up through the trees near
old Mawnan church.” Later in August of 1978,
three French students studying summer courses
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at Camborne Tech (now Cornwall College) told
their landlady of an encounter with a creature
which was like a big furry bird with a gaping
mouth and round eyes.

Various drawings of the Owlman as done by the
first three young girls to sight the creature in 1976.

There have been more recent sightings in
1989 and 1995, the last by a student of marine
biology at the Field Museum, Chicago who
was visiting Cornwall at the time. Although she
wished to remain anonymous, she did write an
account of it to the editor of the Western Morning
News in Truro stating at the end,”... she would
have to rethink her world view...”
Many of the accounts of the Owlman were
reported solely to local paranormal researcher
(amongst other things) Tony “Doc” Shiels,
causing some to question Shiels’ reliability, as he
was known to be something of a prankster fond
of good hoax, as well as a showman, artist and

self-proclaimed wizard. All of the encounters
have occurred not in the dead of night, but
during those twilight hours just as the dark of
night begins to set in. At such times it is easy
to “see” things that make you jump, making it
just as easy to dismiss the Owlman stories as
juvenile hysteria.
But just supposing the Owlman is real, what
could it be? Suggestions have ranged from
infernal apparitions from the depths of hell to the
runaway pet of an extraterrestrial (the summer
of 1976 saw a number of UFO sightings in
Cornwall being reported). Or maybe it was just
an Eagle Owl in transit sighted by young girls in
the twilight...or someone with a “wicked” sense
of humour...
The Morgawr
The Morgawr is Cornwall’s own version of
Nessie and every other sea serpent story there
is out there.
The earliest report of the Morgawr comes
from 1876, when fishermen from Gerran’s Bay
claim to have caught a sea serpent.This report
is unsubstantiated, but it could have been an
oarfish which are often mistaken for sea serpents
of the mythical kind.
The second sighting is dated to 1906, when
the Morgawr was claimed to have been seen off
Land’s End. After this, all went quiet until 1975,
when everyone’s attention was focussed on
Falmouth Bay. Here the Morgawr is sighted first
off Pendennis Point and then off Rosemullion
Head in 1976, by a Mary F who took two
photos and sent them to the Falmouth Packet
with a covering letter detailing her experience.
Unfortunately, the originals of the photos were
lost and no one knows who Mary F is, although
there are those who think she may well have
been a pseudonym of Tony “Doc” Shiels who
also reported a sighting of the Morgawr later in
1976. In the same year, a gentleman going by
the name of Anthony Mawnan-Pellar published
a pamphlet using Mary F’s photos entitled
Morgawr: The Monster of Falmouth Bay.
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Suspiciously, it would seem the author’s name
could also be a pseudonym for Shiels – Tony,
after all, is short for Anthony; Mawnan may be
a reference to his other “hoax” of the Owlman
and Pellar is an old name for cunning person/
wise woman or a witch/wizard, something he
liked to think he was.

A pamphlet by Anthony Mawnan-Pellar with
alleged photos of the Morgawr on the cover, taken
by someone by the identity of “Mary F.”

radio in June 2002, Mr Holmes who worked at
the Natural History Museum for nineteen years,
was positive there was a zoological discovery
waiting to be made off the Cornish coast. Video
experts confirmed that the video was “100%
genuine.” Having said that, efforts were made
to view this video, but at this point in time there
is no evidence of it on the Internet.
Perhaps the most interesting part of these
two monster stories is the involvement of Tony
“Doc” Shiels. Both stories sprang to life in the
1970s, a time when Doc was very much active in
the Cornish paranormal scene. In 1991, Strange
Magazine published transcripts from a series of
tapes made by Shiels in which he repeatedly talks
about hoaxing people, particularly in relation to
the sea serpent story. One such conversation
from February of 1976 states categorically:
“Of course we are going to have our hoaxing
session here with the Cornish sea monster...”
The Falmouth Packet in 2001 ran a short
article when Shiels visited Cornwall on the
twenty-fifth anniversary of the first major
sighting of the Morgawr. At the end of the article
the reporter states that according to memory,
the first sighting was nothing but a huge model
made by the students of the Falmouth School
of Art, aided and abetted by a Falmouth Packet
reporter and Doc Shiels himself. It was all in
good fun and never meant to be taken seriously,
however that does not account for the myriad of
successive sightings since.
The Owlman stories could also be taken
with a grain of salt thanks to the involvement
of Doc Shiels in the majority of the sightings.
However, another researcher Jonathan Downes
also claims to have interviewed a young man
he calls “Gavin” who also claimed to encounter
the Owlman independently of Shiels in 1989.
So who can say what is real and what isn’t, to
coin a well-known phrase “Believe it, or Not”.

In July of 1976, two fishermen also claim to
have seen a creature rear its head up out of the
water some four feet, just south of Lizard Point.
After this, sightings of the Morgawr go silent until
1985 when holidaymakers from Gloucestershire
were enjoying a swim in Gerran’s Bay. The wife
claimed to have seen the silhouette of a giant
long-necked creature just below the surface as
she watched her husband swimming. In 1987,
another sea serpent was reportedly seen off
Devil’s Point near Plymouth and in 1999, a
Postscript - Those who would like an up
John Holmes videoed an unidentified creature close and personal experience of the Morgawr,
in the sea at Gerran’s Bay. Reported on BBC could perhaps visit the Crealy Adventure Park
–5–

in Cornwall and ride on their new rollercoaster
Or if you prefer something more sedate, check
named after Cornwall’s own sea monster.
out the bench on Market Street in Falmouth,
designed by pupils of Falmouth School and
inspired by the Morgawr. Not forgetting
Owlman fans, there is a game app which can be
downloaded and is inspired by the stories of the
Owlman of Mawnan.

The Morgawr rollercoaster ride at
Crealy Adventure Park

The Morgawr-inspired bench
on Market Street, Falmouth

WWW.TMROWE.COM

WWW.TMROWE.COM
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by James A. McQuiston FSA Scot
USA

Dearg Due
Most fans of Celtic culture already know that
Dracula is the Irish creation of Bram Stoker,
who wrote that scary novel, but there’s also a
vampire that resides right smack in the middle
of Ireland.
Dearg-due, an Irish name meaning “red
blood sucker,” is a female demon that seduces
men and then drains them of their blood.
According to Celtic legend, an Irish woman,
who was known throughout the country for her
beauty, fell in love with a local peasant, which
was unacceptable to her father.
Her father forced her into an arranged
marriage with a rich man who treated her
terribly, and eventually she committed suicide.
She was buried near Strongbow’s Tree in
Waterford, but one night she rose from her grave

to seek revenge on her father and husband,
sucking their blood until they dropped dead.
Now known as Dearg-due, the vampire rises
once a year, using her beauty to lure men to
their deaths. And there is only one way to defeat
Dearg-due.
To prevent this vamp from rising from the
grave, you simply build a pile of stones over her
grave. It won’t kill her, but at least you’ll hold
her off until next year.
While there is no confirmed link, some think
that the legend of Count Dracula might have, in
some small way, stemmed from the myth of the
Dearg-Due.
Written in 1897 by Abraham (Bram) Stoker,
a born and raised Irishman, Dracula, though
highly praised by critics, was initially not the
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overwhelming blockbuster we know today.
Stoker had been studying and researching
European folklore for many years prior to the
writing of the novel, and of course, legends
of Nosferatu and Vlad the Impaler were wellknown …and well-feared …throughout the
lands of Transylvania and Romania, where
Stoker was then vacationing.
In his youth, Bram was a very sickly boy.
Bedridden until the age of seven, his time was
often filled by stories told to him by his mother,
Charlotte.
Even though Charlotte was a charity worker
by trade, she was also an aspiring writer, so
it stands to reason that her imagination and
storytelling ability was formidable. Her own
childhood was littered with images of the
cholera epidemic that ravaged the country in

1832, which no doubt gave her dark stories
an even more decidedly morbid edge. Young
Bram was enthralled, and his imagination went
merrily along with hers.
As natives of folklore-steeped Ireland in the
early-to-mid 1800s, survivors of the Irish Potato
Famine (and the various assortment of horrors
that followed in its wake), it is possible that not
only was the legend of the Dearg-Due known to
the Stokers… but that a fragment of her lore, no
matter how small, was imprinted into the pages
of Dracula.
There is further evidence even in the names
of each of these “monsters.”
Dearg-Due in Irish is pronounced DAH-ruhg
DU-ah / DAH-ruh-guh DU-ah).
Dahrughduah and Dracula - pretty close if
not originating from the same ancient legend.

The books of James McQuiston

I currently have four books for sale online –
• Captain Jack: Father of the Yukon
• Ebenezer Denny: First Mayor of Pittsburgh
• Catholic Boys: McCartney, Springsteen and Buffett
• Holy Alliance: The Vatican and The White House
Captain Jack is a longer indepth study. The remaining three, while still indepth,
are quick reads. I invite you to look them up on Amazon or Create Space and just
maybe you’ll want to purchase one or more of them. I hope so.
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The Monster Of Glamis
by Victoria Roberts
USA

Glamis Castle

It’s that time of year again for our Halloween
issue of the Celtic Guide. My mom and I used
to love to snuggle on the couch every Saturday
afternoon and watch Suspense Theatre. We
were quite fond of Peter Cushing and Roddy
McDowall. Perhaps that’s why I love to write
the occasional tales about ghosts, vampires, and
things that go bump in the night. And monsters
are no exception.
Legend has it that the “Monster of Glamis”
was a deformed member of the Bowes-Lyon
family, who was kept in a secret chamber in
Glamis Castle. I’m sure that premise could’ve
been made into a scary Saturday afternoon
movie. Wouldn’t you agree?
Glamis Castle was the family home of the
Earls of Strathmore and Kinghorne and is
steeped in history. Not only was the castle the
legendary setting for Shakespeare’s Macbeth, but
it was the childhood home of Queen Elizabeth
and the birthplace of Princess Margaret. Once
you view the castle’s many turrets, paintings,
furnishings and amazing architecture, one can
simply imagine the stories to be told. In fact,
there are many accounts from visitors who had
the privilege of spending time at Glamis.

Sir Walter Scott spent a night in one of the
rooms and immediately noticed the castle’s
oppressive atmosphere. He noted in 1830, “As
I heard door after door shut, after my conductor
had retired, I began to consider myself as too
far from the living and somewhat too near to
the dead.”
This sounds like a great haunt for the Ghost
Adventures crew! Take note Zak Bagans.
The “monster” is alleged to be Thomas
Bowes-Lyon, the eldest child of the queen’s
great-great-grandparents, who was born in 1821.
Official records suggested the child had died in
infancy, but rumors circulated during the latter
half of the 19th century of his survival. The tale
claims the child was horribly deformed with a
twisted body, and that he could never be allowed
to inherit the title. The poor lad supposedly had
an enormous chest with no visible neck and had
tiny arms and legs.
Stories continued about strange, dark
shadows seen on battlements in a part of the
castle known as the “Mad Earl’s Walk.” In the
1860s, a laborer at the castle unexpectedly came
upon a door that opened into a long passageway.
When he entered, something unearthly moved at
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the far end of the corridor, a sight he could only
No one knows for certain if these stories
refer to as a “monster” and a “human toad.” He are fact or fiction, but many have speculated.
was alleged to have been given a large sum of Perhaps that’s why Glamis Castle is considered
money and was told to flee the country.
one of the most haunted castles in Scotland.
The New York Sun reported in 1904, “On one
occasion a young doctor, who was staying in the
castle professionally, found on returning to his
bedroom that the carpet had been taken up and
relaid. He noted that the mark of the carpet was
different at one end of the room. By moving
the furniture and raising the carpet, he laid bare
a trap door, which he forced open and found
himself in a passage. This passage ended in a
cement wall. The cement was still soft, leaving
the impress of a finger. He returned to his
room—and next morning received a cheque for
his services with the intimation that the carriage
was ready to take him to the station for the first
train.”
Above: A much more appealing photo of
The hidden room supposedly holds the bodies
Glamis Castle, located beside the village of
Glamis, in Angus, Scotland.
of men who were enemies of the family.
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Loftus Hall

Of all the tales told of Ireland’s ghostly past,
there is one that stands out amongst all the others
as a favorite of mine. Loftus Hall is haunted; no
one lives there, no one is game to.
Much torment and anguish has happened
there – too many acts of bloodshed, too many
hearts broken. It is the only place in Ireland the
devil is said to have visited in person and not via
some supernatural or invisible means.
Loftus Hall was the scene of a dramatic
episode in the Irish Confederate War. The head
of the house, Alexander Redmond, although
sixty-eight years old, barricaded the hall and
prepared to defend it from hundreds of troops
acting for King Charles I, King of England.
Ten men in all, including an itinerant tailor,
who happened to be in the hall when the attack
took place, defended the hall with long-barreled
fowling pieces. The English hundreds, despite
their small bore cannon, could not break the
defences of the house. It was their misfortune
that a heavy sea-mist descended, hiding the

by James Loftus
Australia

approach of Irish Confederate Captain Rossiter
with a large party. Using the mist, they surprised
the English and thus the battle was won and the
hall saved. Captain Ashton, the English leader,
was killed and several of his men, including his
son, were hanged the following day.
Alexander Redmond had to defend the hall
one or perhaps even two more times against the
soldiers of Oliver Cromwell. There is a tradition
that the defenders used sacks of wool to block
the breaches in the walls created by enemy
cannon. These woolsacks are featured in the
coat of arms issued to one of the family.
Ultimately the Redmonds were evicted by the
English. The Loftus family, who were English
planters, benefited by the English conquest and
acquired the hall. Thus with their presence it
was renamed Loftus Hall, previously having
been named Redmond Hall.
But the incident which Loftus Hall is
infamous for happened over one hundred years
later.

Loftus Hall is a large mansion on the Hook peninsula, County Wexford, said to be haunted by the devil
and the ghost of a young girl.
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Charles Tottenham and his family were
minding the house in 1766. It was during this
time that a storm fell heavily all about, and a
ship unexpectedly arrived in the Hook peninsula,
not far from the mansion. A young pleasantlooking man appeared at the residence and was
welcomed in.
Anne, Charles’ daughter, and the young man
became very close. One night, the family and
mysterious man were in the card room playing
cards. In the game, each player received three
cards apart from Anne who was dealt only
two by the mystery man. Anne bent down to
pick up her third card, which had fallen to the
floor, when she saw beneath the table that the
mysterious man had a cloven hoof.
It was then that Anne stood up, “You have a
cloven hoof!”
All exclaimed, “It is The Devil!”
Tottenham called for order. Finally, everyone
calmed down. That’s when they realized the
young man had disappeared.
A cold breeze with an icy chill descended on
the room. Anne looked up to see where the chill
came from. There in the roof, above the very
chair the mysterious stranger sat on, was a great
gaping black hole surrounded by a smoky cloud
of vacuous matter.
Anne rushed from the room, shakened.

James John Loftus,
of Australia, enjoys
a co-credit as a
feature film writer
for the movie
Underdog’s Tale.
His debut novel
Celtic Blood
is now available
on Amazon.

Soon after, Anne became mentally ill. It is
said the family was ashamed of Anne and locked
her away in a private room. She refused to eat
and drink, looking forlornly out the window,
waiting for the return of the mysterious stranger.
According to rumour, the hole in the roof was
never properly repaired, and to this day, there is
still a certain part of the ceiling slightly different
from that surrounding it.
It is alleged that the mysterious stranger
returned to the house and caused persistent
poltergeist activity. Perhaps he was looking for
his love, long since dead and heart-broken at his
absence.
After the failure of various Protestant
clergymen to put a stop to the psychic
phenomena, the family, Protestants themselves,
called on Father Thomas Broaders, a Catholic
priest and also a tenant of the Loftus estate,
to exorcise the house. The apparent success
of Father Broaders did not end the ghostly
visitations of a young woman, presumed to
be Anne Tottenham. The ghost was seen by
various visitors to the hall during an official tour
in 2011. It is also said that unseen horses can be
heard around the building.
Is it any wonder that no one lives there and
has not for some years, despite its grand location
and luxury?

Set in 13th century Scotland,
the son of the murdered Earl
of Ross is a fugitive when
his family, rival claimants
for Scotland’s crown, are
declared traitors. This book
is influenced by MacBeth,
and the writing of Nigel
Tranter. It is a tale of high
drama and suspense.
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by Pollyanna Jones
England

The above illustration, entitled “Fear Liath” was posted by mlappas, on DeviantArt.
This phenomenon has been a mystery found in Scottish mountains for many decades.
Pollyanna Jones takes a look at it from a new perspective in this interesting article.
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Scotland has always called to the adventurer
to come and explore, to test oneself against the
rugged mountains and admire the breathtaking
scenery. The Cairngorms National Park is a
popular area of outstanding natural beauty,
attracting would-be explorers to come and
discover its amazing landscape.
Ben MacDhui (or MacDui) is the highest
mountain in the Cairngorms, and the second
highest in Scotland. The challenges it presents
any mountain climber are daunting enough, but
there are legends of a creature up there known
as Am Fear Liath Mòr – The Big Grey Man.
The following account was made to the
Cairngorm Club, in 1925, by renowned scientist
and mountain climber, John Norman Collie:
I was returning from the cairn on the
summit in a mist when I began to think I
heard something else than merely the noise
of my own footsteps. Every few steps I took
I heard a crunch, then another crunch as if
someone was walking after me but taking
steps three or four times the length of my
own. I said to myself, ‘this is all nonsense’.
I listened and heard it again but could see
nothing in the mist.
Thirty-five years before his chilling
recollection, Collie had been climbing Ben
MacDhui, Scotland’s second-highest peak,
alone. He had had the terrifying experience
of being followed by something near the
mountain’s summit. Alone and with no way of
calling for help, he had nothing to do but make
a stand or run for his life. He continues:
As I walked on and the eerie crunch,
crunch sounded behind me I was seized
with terror and took to my heels, staggering
blindly among the bounders for four or
five miles nearly down to Rothiemurchus
Forest. Whatever you make of it I do not
know, but there is something very queer
about the top of Ben MacDhui and I will
not go back there again by myself I know.

Locals will tell you about the Big Grey Man
that wanders the mountains, that he is a tall
humanoid with a body covered in short hair.
More commonly reported are feelings of being
followed, the sounds of footsteps behind as
climbers scramble up towards the peak of Ben
MacDhui, and an overpowering feeling of terror
and panic.
The creature has been compared to Yeti and
Sasquatch myths, but nobody has yet been able
to find physical evidence or take a photograph
of this strange being. So what could it be?
Theories around Am Fear Liath Mòr suggest
that it might simply be a case of climbers jumping
at their own shadows. Extreme exhaustion
can cause hallucinations, and sound travels in
strange ways high up in the mountains.
One natural phenomenon that could describe
the visions of this grey man is the Brocken
Spectre, also known as the Brocken Bow or
Mountain Spectre.
With the sun to their back, a shadow of
the observer is cast upon a cloud or mist and
appears to be greatly magnified. An optical
illusion occurs when the clouds appear to be at
the same distance as faraway ridges or peaks,
causing the shadow to appear enormous. The
resulting spectre can move and jerk about with
movement in the cloud layer, and variations
in cloud density. It would certainly appear
to be a living thing to a tired and frightened
mountaineer.
This makes it a plausible explanation for
what Collie saw. Remember, he was walking
on the summit in a mist when he saw Am Fear
Liath Mòr.
Yet there are those who are still convinced
that strange spirits roam the peaks and glens of
the wild places where a man can go mad with
fear. Tales continue to emerge, with sightings of
giant grey men giving chase to the wary traveller
popping up every few years.
So if you are considering a trek in the
Cairngorms, don’t go alone. Am Fear Liath Mòr
may find you.
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The Brocken Spectre, also known as the Brocken Bow or Mountain Spectre, occurs when a hiker has the
sun to their back, and a shadow of the observer is cast upon a cloud or mist which appears to be greatly
magnified. An optical illusion occurs when the clouds appear to be at the same distance as faraway ridges
or peaks, causing the shadow to seem enormous. Could this explain the Am Fear Liath Mòr or is it truly a
mountain monster as many have believed through the years? Photo by Σ64 via Wikimedia Commons.
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Pollyanna Jones
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RESIDENCE:
England
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https://www.facebook.com/Pollysfolly
http://www.pollyanna-jones.co.uk/
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Northern Traditions
Celtic, Nordic, Germanic
and Anglo Saxon

Cass Wright
USA

Gilbie's Dream
Now, this is a tale come down by family,
ye ken, heard by the telling past old women’s
darning eggs, and through old men’s pipe smoke,
all shingle-shally, as the tars are wont to put it,
as the pages of gone-by calendars flew away, of
a forebear named Gilbride MacReedie. He was
known by most as Gilbie, and so shall be harkened
by me, here.
Gilbie was born and reared on the isle of Eig,
just seaward o’ Arisiag, but being a modest man
of nimble wit, he contrived to move about the
shorelines of Argyllshire, once grown, and thus
the nonce of this telling finds him dwelling in a
green and gentle nook in the lee of Minguray.
But came this day, Gilbie could find no peace,
as the Angel of Death had drifted often amongst
his rooves, and the joy of the Season was dulled
for him, the times seemed bitter, and his mind
felt often clouded, so seeing no toil for his hands
that day, not about the croft, nor up the brae, nor
at the market, nor e’en on the shore, and warm
though the sun, the wee clouds’ very shadows felt
weighty upon his shoulders, so Gilbie sought his
bed in the very bright o’ the day, so heavy was his
heart.
And whilst napping so, at quiet Noon, alone in
his cottage, he found himself beyond the Silv’ry
Border, in the Lands of Dream, and there as naked
as a wee new bairn . . . but nae alone!
Three companions drew nigh in that gloaming;
the dark haired one, all in homely checquery, said
“I am the smuggler, call me Dugal.” And the fair
one, dressed all in autumn tartan, said “I am the
weaver, call me Fingal.”And the final one, ruddyhaired, with bronzy beard, and richly freckled,
dressed in brightest barding, all contra-colored,
said “I am the piper, call me Ruari-Brech’an . . .
we are your Masters of Revel, Kinsman!”
Then did the smuggler say, “We be here tae
push the burdens from your heart.”, and then did
the weaver say, “So have we came to guide ye
tae a Ceilidh, and see your heart rise again.” And
then again did the piper spake, and say, “The stars

Image of cat playing bagpipes from the illustrated
manuscript Book of Hours, published in Paris,
circa 1410-1460 A. D.
are soon to glimmer aboo’ us, and the road winds
on to the revels, so must ye clothe yourself for
such.”
“Faith,” Gilbie sighed, “Ah ha’e nae to wear
. . .”
“Raise up your eyes, Kinsman,” said the
smuggler, and held out to Gilbie a middling stone
jug, corked & cool, saying, “Take ye this.” And
when Gilbie grasped that jug of uisge-beath, his
legs became sheathed in woolen hose, and his feet
were shod in buckle-brogues.
“Smile ye wider,” commanded the weaver,
pressing forth a briarwood pipe, and a lambskin
tobacco pouch, into Gilbie’s off-hand, at which the
dreamer found himself clad from his collarbone
to his hips in a thick, heavy geansaidh {sweater,
or jumper}, newly knit, and wove from warmest
wool.
“Square your shoulders, Gilbride, and
remember your granny’s smile,” said then the
piper, as he pinned to the heart-place on Gilbie’s
knitted sark a resplendent brooch, wrought all
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in copper and cairngorms, and suddenly Gilbie
found himself girded with a wondrous kilt, made
precise to his father’s tartan, pleated like the
sands after an ocean gale, and set-off nobly with
a sporran of sleekest sealskin.
“Proud ye look, but something lacks,”
observed Dugal the smuggler.
“Aye, still nae proper,” opined Fingal the
weaver.
“Aye, just so,” proclaimed Ruari Brech’an,
the piper, snapping his fingers, “he needs himself
a bunnet!”
“Fear such lies beyond oor granting,” remarked
the smuggler.
“Shall needs come from elsewhere along!”
agreed the weaver.
“We shall cross him through the Market,”
advised the piper, “it lies along oor way tae the
Ceilidh! There shall we bargain a bunnet for this
brother!”
And so off trod the four, down along the road,
down into the wee vale before them, and in jig
time they came to the market for this little Dream
village, but every shop they came up to, crossing
from one side of the lane to the other, they found
to be dark, and locked against their custom.
“Poor the luck ha’e we here!” sighed the
piper.
“Would appear all the merchants ha’e hied off
tae the Ceilidh!” judged the weaver, sadness in
his tone.
“Hauld ye up, though,” cried the smuggler,
“methinks a lamp glows low in the back of that
empory , and the transom be left ajar.”
“Aye, but locked is the door, and silent the
shop,” reported the weaver, who strode quickly
to it.
“An’ a shame, more-o’er,” judged the piper,
arms akimbo as he peered through the glass, “for
alack, right there in the window, beside those sad,
auld pipes, be as fine a balmora’ bunnet as I e’er
beheld!”
“Och, wi’ a black silk cockade, and ribboning
tae match!” admired the weaver.
“An’ nae trader tae take me coin,” sighed
Gilbie, not even questioning now the copper,
silver and gold coins his hands had discovered

nestled deep in his sporran.
“Tae the contrary,” remarked the smuggler,
“there is one, perhaps!” And he pointed to the
open transom above the shop door, where sat a
fat and frowning tabby cat.
Now, it is unknown to most, and disbelieved
by many, but the truth about housecats, as
reckoned rightly by poets, pipers and midwives,
is that they have ears for both the tongue of cats
and of humankind, and by shade of night, can
e’en answer, facts certainly not lost on these four
revelers.
Mindful of such lore from his auld granny’s
tales, Gilbie nodded sagely, and moved to address
the cat perched upon the transom, holding forth
about his needs.
But no urgent beseechment for aid from the
dreaming man seemed to move the intentions
of the cat, who merely glared at him with bright
yellow contempt.
Leaning in close behind Gilbie’s shoulder, the
piper whispered, “Remember why it is that a cat
purrs!” and Gilbie recalled his granny’s words,
and smiled.
“Och, no matter,” Gilbie remarked aloud, “’tis
more those pipes than the bunnet I was wantin’!”
And up sits the cat then!.
“But those ayr likely nae guid as pipes go!”
interjected the piper, stroking his own pipes,
“they look fair auld, an’ poor kept!”
The weaver leans in close the glass, peering
at the set of pipes for sale in the shop window,
“Aye,” said he, “I’d nae trust them!” And the cat
leaps down through the transom, into the shop!
“More’s ther pity,” spake the smuggler, “that
there’s nae a person here to play those pipes for
us!”
And up jumps the cat into the window, and
wraps a protective paw around the bag of the
pipes. “Aye, behold,” offers the weaver, picking
up the tone, “yon cat imagines he can work the
pipes, glakkit beestie!”, and the revelers laughed
brayingly.
The cat gnawed at the chanter as Gilbie and
his guides laughed and pointed, and then the
piper said, “A shame, still, those pipes canna be
heard by us, for ye would nae be amiss to spend
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good gold here!”
And the cat kneads frantically at the bladder of
the bag, and bites angrily at the chanter, and even
deigns to hiss at the taunting men she beholds.
“Truth told,” says Gilbie then, “we’re fair
late noo for the ceilidh - ah can hear the fiddles
startin’, and am still wi’oot a lid for me heid!”
Now the cat pushed the pipes’ drones down
flat behind her and arched her back.And Gilbie
sighed, and said, “Aye, forget those auld pipes, am
just burning tae be rid o’ these gold & silvercoins,
I would e’en spend the lot o’ ‘em o’er, for that
simple bunnet there!”
As though a hidden code had been spoken
then, the cat turned, seized the black balmora’
bunnet in her mouth, leapt out the window box,
and bounded up again to her roost upon the shop’s
transom.
“Play it noo like a lover’s reel, laddie,”
cautioned Ruarie Brech’an, the piper, in a low
whisper.
Down stares Cat, bunnet hanging from her
mouth; up beams Gilbie, his face calm & pleasant
as he lifted his fist of offered coins, gold, silver,
& copper.
“Fair custom, Wise One,” suggested Gilbie,
all butter & cream about his tongue, “Gold &
silver ha’e I this night, tae trade for that han’som’
wee cappie . . .”, and teasingly did he shake the
proffered handful, letting the metal of the coins
ring & chuckle inside his grip. Tenderly, he
squinted his eyes at the merchant cat, and smiled
invitingly.
Cat opened her mouth, letting fall the bunnet,
which the weaver plucked smartly from oot the
air.
Cat lashed her tail then, and pawed testily at
Gilbie, still standing below, and he said to her, “A
deal be a pledge, and so noo is paid me custom!”
And Gilbie released those many coins back
into his sporran, all save one thick coin of good
silver, and three of copper money, which he
tossed with happy resolve up onto the flat of the
transom.
And the fearful hissing of the cat then was
dread to hear indeed, like the frying of a sinner’s
supper, for she looked close at those four coins,

and sniffed at their value, and gnashed her teeth
and lashed her tail, but Gilbie was nae fashed by
it., replying instead “Ye sought tae pander frae me
that which ye ne’er earnt; I sought fair trade here,
an’ paid for same! The cost o’ ye tricksomeness
be ain ye!”
And as they turned away from that shop with
the transom left open, and a lamp still aglow, Fingal
the weaver brandished the new black bunnet, and
placed it atop tae Gilbie’s noggin, and set him a
jaunty angle of it, and said ,“Kinsman, what was
it yer auld granny kent o’ pipes and cats?”
“Haw!”,laughed Dugal then, “E’en a pot-still
smuggler like me kens the lore o’ that! Did ye
ne’er hear how it be that all cats from history’s
dawn yearn tae play the pipes, as do mortal men,
and in their wrathful depth o’ jealousy, taught
themselves tae purr, soft or loud, as a poor &
desperate comfort for their failure tae master the
noblest o’ music?”
“Ahh! Noo I ken as much as do the sheep,”
remarked the weaver, “for they’ll ne’er allow
tae be nigh them foul creatures; their plague’s a
Lowlands affliction tae be sure!”
“Just so, though ye canna grudge them their
passion for the pipes!” chortled the piper, Ruarie
Breck’an, “an’ noo shall ah play us a wee tune, as
we hie doon the lane tae the ceilidh!”
And joyful indeed was the ceilidh, with many
fiddlers and pipers, and laughing people sharing
whisky, and bonnie women tae dance with, and
after it all, with his own jug empty, Gilbie lit his
pipe beneath a moonlit oak, and fell asleep . .
And Gilbie kept all that memory whole upon
waking, in his own bed again, the sun still up in
the afternoon sky. After a long walk along the
beach, and a wee dram out behind his stock tank,
he walked tae the public house in the town, and
enjoyed a merry little supper.
That night, Gilbride MacReedie went to his
own bed again, and to sleep, by softest starlight,
his mind quietly planning out the days to come..
And t’was not until Gilbie’s ain granddaughter,
many the years later, ran her broom deep to the
far corner beneath that dusty, ancient rope & slat
bed, that she made the discovery of an old-timey
brooch, all wrought in copper an’ cairngorms . . .
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Lost History of the Jack O’Lantern

by Carolyn Emerick
USA

Pumpkin projection photo by Matthew Gordon on Wikimedia Commons

Getting to the Roots of Tradition
Like most of our holiday rituals and
traditions, getting to the true roots of the origins
proves difficult. There is a lot of bad research
out there, and stories told by sources like the
History Channel which are based on lazy and
inadequate research.
The true history of many of our traditions and
customs have become lost in the annals of time.
The average person does not sit around reading
folklore journals from the 1800s or search for
out-of-print folklore books (only geeks like me
do that!), but learns history from mass media,
which often doesn’t get the story quite right.
Add to that, over the last century America
emerged as the global media giant. So American
television and film has been viewed all around
the world for generations. I believe this has
caused some confusion when it comes to
certain folk customs which came to America
from Britain, died out in Britain, but remained
popular in American culture.

So, I am not going to give you a rundown
of Halloween in the last century, of young
Scots-Irish-American scamps running around
the streets making mischief at the turn of the
20th century. You can find enough of that on
the History Channel. I like to pick up where
the History Channel leaves off and take you
back further to the ancient pagan origins of our
modern holidays.
Because much of this occurred in pre-history
(in the context of oral cultures which did not
leave written records), we can find our hidden
history buried within a field that doesn’t get the
attention it deserves these days: Folklore.
Jack O’Lantern: The Basics
As many already know, the O in Jack
O’Lantern is a contraction for “of.” It is more
or less slang for “Jack of the Lantern.” There
were originally regional variations in different
parts of Britain such as Jack-a-Lantern, Jacky
Lantern, Jack w’ a Lantern, and likely others.
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So What Exactly Did This Mean?
Well, Jack was often used as a euphemism for
a spirit. It could sometimes be a clownish figure,
a good spirit or a bad spirit, a nature guardian, or
other folkloric figures. You see more examples
of Jack as a spirit in other folkloric motifs such
as Jack in the Green (and a myriad of other
Jacks in British folklore: Jack Frost, Jack-inIrons, Jack o’Legs, and many more).
And, as with all of our ancestral customs and
beliefs from the days when celebrations were
not described in books or dictated at the pulpit,
the lore associated with these customs varied
over time and by geography.
Where Did Jack O’Lantern Come From?
It seems likely that Jack O’Lantern has
ties to pre-Christian origins. We arrive at this
conclusion not by hard evidence like a written
record, because the inhabitants of Britain did not
record things in writing during the pre-Christian
era.
We assume the pagan origins of folk customs
like the Jack O’Lantern by analyzing them
within the context and framework in which they
are presented in the folklore, as well as in the
larger folk culture.
Halloween evolved from the old Celtic
pagan holiday Samhain, which was considered
the start of the New Year to the ancient Celts.
Calendar high days were recognized by the
many other cultures in Europe at similar times
throughout the year, and often had similar
meanings and practices. But they would, of
course, be known by different names in different
regions. For example, the October 31st festival
on the Isle of Man was called Hop tu Naa.
Samhain was considered a day of very high
spiritual activity, when the veil between the
worlds became so thin that spirits could slip
through very easily. It was a time to honor the
dead and ancestors who had passed. But it was
also a time to be weary of malicious spirits.
Various superstitious or magical traditions
(depending on your point of view) were used to

ward off evil and protect the home. The original
Jack O’Lanterns were carved from turnips,
beets, or gourds.
The intention behind the practice was to scare
spirits by frightening them with a face as wicked
as they were. A fight fire with fire approach.

Making Lanterns by Edward Docker circa 1880

Evolution of Legend and Practice
Because Europe’s Christian holidays were
built on top ofphoto
the original
pagan holidays,
by Bill MacFarlane
new legends and stories were
devised to give
Scotland
Christian explanations to the pagan practices
still being carried on among the peasantry. This
was true in Britain and also on the mainland
European continent.
This is one major stumbling block to finding
the true origins of our holiday customs. The
Church was so effective at masking the truth
with their smoke and mirrors that even today
many “history” documentaries trace holiday
origins to legends of Catholic saints instead
of digging deeper for the true story which was
usurped by the religious tale.
This is most prominent with articles and
documentaries about Santa Claus. We see stories
about the Catholic Saint Nicholas which barely
mention the previous mythological origins of
Santa Claus, such as his relation to Odin and
other Northern European pagan figures. The
true figure of Yuletide was so threatening to the
Church, and apparently the Nativity Story was
not powerful enough to drown it out, that they
created a new story about a figure called Saint
Nicholas who was superimposed on top of Odin
(and Odin’s regional variants).
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Enter Stingy Jack
Halloween fared better than other seasonal
holidays. Although the Catholic holidays of
All Saints’ Day and All Hallows’ Eve were
superimposed over Samhain, they have now
faded into obscurity apart from a minority of
devout Catholic practitioners, while Halloween
has grown into a wildly popular holiday with
clear pagan connotations.
There is no singular Catholic saint claiming
ownership of this holiday, or acting as a figure
head, in the way Saint Nicholas usurped Yule
and Saint Brigid usurped Imbolc (which was
turned into Candlemas), and neither were stories
of the life of Christ cut and pasted on top of it,
as was done with Yuletide and Easter. Perhaps
this was the loophole that allowed Halloween to
stand fast like a beacon from ancient times.
But All Hallows’ Eve did develop its own
Christian legends – they were just of less epic
proportions than the ones given to other holidays.
As Samhain became All Hallows’ Eve, the Jack
O’Lantern was placed within a Christian context
in the legend of Stingy Jack.

rather a miserly drunkard. Jack had an aversion
to paying for his booze, and so he duped others
into buying his drinks. He became so good at
his ruse that the Devil himself was bamboozled
by Jack.
Well, the Devil isn’t exactly known for his
charity, so he turned himself into a coin with
which Jack could buy his ale under the condition
that Jack’s soul belonged to him. Imagine the
Devil’s surprise when he was foiled by Jack!
This sneaky drunk was smarter than he looked.
Jack placed the coin inside his pocket where
it rubbed against a small silver crucifix. The
power of the cross negated Satan’s contract and
the Devil had to swear never to let Jack’s soul
enter Hell.
But the last laugh was on Jack. Because of
his philandering and wicked ways, God also
refused Jack entry into Heaven. So, Jack’s soul
was doomed to eternally wander the Earth.
Mocking him, the Devil tossed a burning ember
that would never burn out which landed at
Jack’s feet.
Making the best of the situation, Jack
carved out a turnip and placed the ember
inside, creating a lantern to light his way as he
wandered forevermore, always searching for
his final resting place.

Analysis
The Legend of Stingy Jack gave an
explanation for the widespread custom of the
Jack O’Lantern which fell within a Christian
dichotomy of good and evil. It introduces God
and the Devil as characters who determine Jack’s
fate. Just when Jack thinks he got away with his
trickery, it is God who gets the last laugh. The
intended lesson is that if you dabble with evil,
you will pay for it. And, of course, the Old Ways
upon which Halloween customs are based were
considered evil by the Church.
Stingy Jack by Vasilios Markousis, 2015
When weeding through the evidence
The Tale
to determine what is legitimate vs. bogus
This story has many variations, but they share information, try to take what is being presented
the general gist. Stingy Jack was not a spirit, but and place it in context with what you already
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know to be true to see if this piece fits within
the larger picture.

Jack O’ Lantern by www.tOrange.us
on Wikimedia Commons

Using this critical technique makes the legend
of Stingy Jack so very interesting because it fits
within the established framework of what we
know about Halloween. We know that it was a
pagan high day turned into a Christian one. We
also know that our other holidays went through
the same transformation.
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This stark photo of Obie was taken on the
grounds of Kilcrea Abbey. When Art o’Leary of the
castle was killed by a rival, his wife, Eibhlín Dubh
Ní Chonaill, wrote what has been called the greatest
18th century Irish poem, the “Lament for Art Ó
Laoghaire.” One section reads:
My steadfast friend! I didn’t credit your death till
your horse came home and her reins on the ground,
your heart’s blood on her back to the polished
saddle where you sat - where you stood....
I gave a leap to the door, a second leap to the gate
and a third on your horse.
I clapped my hands quickly and started mad running
as hard as I could, to find you there dead
by a low furze-bush with no Pope or bishop
or clergy or priest to read a psalm over you but
a spent old woman who spread her cloak corner
where your blood streamed from you, and I didn’t
stop to clean it but drank it from my palms.
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The
Stoor
Worm

by Larry Andrews
USA

As the sun broke free of the
horizon, the great worm began
to stir. It opened its huge gob
and began its nine yawns before
breakfast. Each time the Stoor
Worm yawned, great waves of water
would wash down its throat.
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The Stoor Worm
by Larry Andrews
USA

Orkney legend tells of a weird and horrible
creature called the Stoor Worm hatched by an
evil spirit and set in the oceans deep to wreak
havoc on sailors and island folk. Considered
one of the nine plagues of humankind, the Stoor
Worm with a giant gaping mouth, deadly forked
tongue, and poison breath, was a destroyer of
ships, cities, castles, and honorable women.
One day the monster settled in on the shore
of an ancient seafaring kingdom. From then on,
every Saturday, with the cracking of the sun, the
great worm would yawn nine times and gobble
down seven virgins to appease its need for a
balanced breakfast. This ritual happened week
after week. The people put up with it until they
started running low on virgins.
Dismayed, the leaders of this kingdom sought
the advice of a resident wizard. He told them
that the king’s daughter would be the only meal
that would truly appease the mighty worm and
until that meal was satisfied, the terror would
not leave their shores. Needless to say, the king,
who loved his only daughter, was not overly
impressed with the wizard’s advice. His nobles,
however, who had been losing money since the
Stoor Worm came to town, were all for it.
Well, the king, being the king, got a tenday reprieve to come up with a better plan. He
sent messengers far and wide seeking a hero to
stop the monster. As reward, the king offered
his kingdom and the hand of his daughter in
marriage. As a bonus, the warrior willing to face
this city-gobbling, ship-swallowing, devourer
of virgins could use the king’s own sword
Sikkersnapper, which was a gift from none
other than Odin himself.

Countless warriors answered to the heroes’
call. They got one good look at the giant worm,
turned, and headed home. Of all that came, only
twelve stayed to make a valiant stand against
the sea monster. They were, as one, wolfed
down by the Stoor Worm like a bag of M&Ms.
Needless to say, the king, his daughter, and
the people despaired. On the tenth day, a farm
boy and devoted daydreamer named Assipattle
arrived.
The youngest and least likely to lift a finger
of seven sons, Assipattle preferred sitting by
the peat fire making up stories about how great
he was or could be rather than tending to his
chores. His daydreaming and wild stories of
self-promotion were always rewarded with
beatings from each of his brothers.
Deciding it was time to prove his claims
to greatness, Assipattle snuck off the farm
taking his father’s boat and a basket filled with
smoldering peat. He rowed all the way to the
mouth of the still-sleeping leviathan in his
wee skid. Settling his boat up next to the sea
monster’s mouth, Assipattle waited for dawn
and the yawn.
As the sun broke free of the horizon, the
great worm began to stir. It opened its huge gob
and began its nine yawns before breakfast. Each
time the Stoor Worm yawned, great waves of
water would wash down its throat. Assipattle in
his skid rode one of these waves deep into the
monster’s gullet.
The farm boy hung on for a wild ride
whipping round and round, following the
twisting and turning curves of the worm’s long
squirming body. The daydreamer rode that wild
current all the way down deep, deep into the
worm’s innards.
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When his boat finally settled, the lad leaped
from it, grabbing his smoldering peat and
making for the monster’s liver. He arrived at his
target, took out his dirk, and cut a hole into the
organ. He then stuffed the still-smoldering peat
into the hole and blew on it until a blaze started.
The water drape’s liver lit up like it was soaked
in whisky and burned wildly out of control.
Assipattle, happy with his deed done, ran
quick for the wee skid and held on for life and
limb. The burning liver made the sea monster
retch horribly. Then the same swallow of water
that sent the lad in the beast took him out. After
another wild twisting ride, Assipattle and the
skid came shooting from the giant’s gaping
mouth. So much pressure was behind that
creature’s retch, it shot boy and boat across the
open sea and to shore again.
With smoke bellowing out of more orifices
than the monster cared for, it groaned in agony.

Reaching with its giant tongue, it leaped for the
moon. The forked tongue latched on to one of
the moon’s horns and there the monster clung
for a moment. The tongue slipped its grip and
down, down the Stoor Worm fell. When it hit
the earth again, the dent of the impact in the
ground created the Baltic Sea.
Still bellowing smoke from indigestion due
to a flaming liver, the great worm thrashed on
violently. Each time its mammoth head smashed
back onto the earth, teeth fell from its gaping
smoke-filled gob. Those teeth dropped to earth
and became the Orkney, Shetland, and Faroe
Islands. With its final death throes, the great
Stoor Worm coiled up and called it quits. Its
body solidified to become Iceland.
Within a week, Assipattle was wed to the
king’s daughter, named the king’s favorite son,
gained a kingdom, had his brothers beat for
good measure, and all the people rejoiced.
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USA
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When Brownies Turn Bad
Brownies are creatures found in the folklore
of Scotland and England. Although Brownies
appear in Highland lore, they are more
commonly found in the Lowlands and Northern
England. They fall within the category of a
domestic tutelary spirit. Tutelary spirits are
guardians, and they can be found in many
world traditions protecting people, property, or
even as a patron deity of a city. Brownies fall
into the category that protects property.
While creatures like the Brownie are found
in Celtic folklore, they are much less common
than in Germanic folk tradition which is the
culture more heavily prominent in Lowland
Scotland. In fact, many old folklore books that
separate folklore by culture place Lowland
Scotland under the Germanic category
and Highland Scotland under Celtic. This
understanding has been lost today largely due
to the rise of nationalism in the late 18th and
early 19th century which caused countries to
choose one cultural identity at the expense
of their other subcultures. Brownies are an
excellent piece of evidence for Germanic
tradition in Scotland as they are a perfect
match to other Germanic folkloric creatures
such as the Kobold of Germany and the Tomte
and Nisse of Scandinavia. Similar spirits are
found all across Europe, but they are especially
strong in Germanic folk tradition.

Brownie by Alice B. Woodward

This is just one way in which Lowland
Scotland remained close to its Germanic
Anglo-Saxon roots.
It has been noted that the Fae in Celtic
tradition are much more sinister and
untrustworthy compared to the more helpful
spirits found within Germanic tradition. For
instance, Celtic tradition usually advises
people never to eat any food that is offered by
the Sidhe, as sipping their wine might trap you
in fairyland. Conversely, Germanic tradition
encourages people to eat any food offered by
the elves, for to deny it would cause offense
but accepting it would gain favor which would
lead to blessings. In Celtic folklore, fairies
often give a gift that appears valuable, such as
a pot of gold, only to cause frustration when
it changes into a pile of dead leaves. The
opposite occurs in Germanic folklore where
a gift that looks worthless, such as a pile of
twigs, will turn into something of great value
provided the person is worthy and accepts the
gift with gratitude.
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However, there are some similarities between
the two folkloric belief systems. Both cultures
were likely much more similar to each other in
their pre-historic origins. The Celtic Sidhe and
the Germanic Elves both trace their earliest
origins to ancestral guardian spirits associated
with burial mounds. And this heritage is
directly tied to beliefs in house-elves such as
the Brownie. In Germanic culture, the spirit of
the original owner of a homestead was believed
to remain on the land as a guardian spirit to
each subsequent generation. Eventually houseelves began to be considered more as helpers
around the house and property.
Another similarity between Celtic and
Germanic belief is the notion that elves and
fairies must be treated with respect. They were
believed to take offense easily, and woe betide
to the person who offended the Fae.

doesn’t sound especially malevolent, it had
dire consequences for the household. A once
prosperous farm could quickly sink into
despair without the luck that brownies carry as
well as the extra help these little worker elves
performed.

Tomte stealing hay from a neighbor,
by Gudmund Stenersen.

Brownie House Elf by Arthur Rackham

Although Brownies and other house-elves
were known as good spirits, they could also be
quite troublesome if not treated properly. Most
folktales simply describe Brownies packing up
and leaving, taking their luck and good fortune
with them, when they have been offended
by someone on the property. Although this

When Brownies were thought to be helping
one homestead, neighbors whose farms were
not doing as well often blamed their lack of
prosperity on the neighbor whose success was
attributed to his Brownie. This theme is also
found in Scandinavian folklore. The Brownie,
Tomte, Nisse, or Kobold was believed to
steal milk from the neighbor’s cattle or drag
bags of grain from the neighbor’s farm to his
own. A farmer who was thought to have such
a spirit on his property could be the target of
anger or even accusations of witchcraft by his
neighbors.
During periods of strong religious fervor,
Brownies were equated with demons. This
was especially true during the Reformation
period when Protestant reformers were much
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A Mischievous Brownie by Vasilios Markousis 2015

less tolerant of folk beliefs. So anyone found
propitiating a domestic spirit could be accused
of worshiping devils. As you may recall from
folk stories, house-elves are particularly fond
of common food such as porridge and dairy.
Indeed, our own tradition of leaving an offering
of cookies and milk out for that jolly old elf
who visits on Christmas Eve has strong ties to
Germanic elf tradition. Failure to propitiate the
Brownie who works on your homestead could
anger the household elf. Many stories are told of
prosperous families who slide into destitution
after being abandoned by their Brownie.
But sometimes the situation could become
much worse. If a Brownie was especially
angered, he might do much more than abandon
a homestead; he might decide to haunt it. In fact,
occurrences that have often been described as

poltergeist activity were sometimes attributed
to an angry Brownie.
Claude Lecouteux is a French scholar and
prolific author who researches the historical
folk beliefs of Europe. He literally wrote the
book (the only book I can find, and I have
looked!) on domestic spirits, The Tradition of
Household Spirits. Although the term Brownie
refers specifically to the Lowland Scottish
creature, Lecouteux uses the word as a blanket
term to refer to house-elves in many European
regions. He observes that in European folklore,
“the dead transformed into spirits, then into
sprites or Brownies, and eventually into devils”
(p. 171). He goes on to describe manifestations
at haunted houses that have been recorded in
French and German historical documents that
he interprets as due to unhappy Brownies.
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These accounts span hundreds of years
going back to the 14th century, and each one
sounds strikingly like modern horror films
based on hauntings and demonic possessions.
He describes stones being hurled through the
air, pages of books flipping from beginning to
end with lightning speed, the sound of heavy
wooden shoes thumping through the house
when no one else is home. One particular
account described a huge dark hand reaching
down through the chimney.
These events occurred in Britain as well.
Two encyclopedias on fairies contain entries
that corroborate Lecouteux’s interpretation of
poltergeist activity. Encyclopedia of Fairies
by Katharine Briggs and Spirits, Fairies,
Leprechauns, and Goblins, by Carol Rose are
both exhaustive reference books written by
respected scholars. Both volumes contain a
reference for the Boggart, which is a creature
found in the English North Country region. The
Boggart is considered to be a like a Brownie,
but an especially mischievous one. It can
sometimes function like the typical helpful
Brownie, but it often displays characteristics
of a poltergeist. The Boggart may work hard
doing household chores, only occasionally
playing pranks on the family who lives there.
But if he is angered, the Boggart is particularly
vicious in his response, even being known to
completely destroy the entire farm.
Although the house-elf type creatures are
especially common in Germanic lore, as stated
above, they do appear with less frequency
in Celtic lore as well. There are two Welsh
equivalents of the Brownie called the Bwca
and the Bwbachod. The Bwbachod has a
special dislike for teetotalers and ministers,
and stories are told of this creature tormenting
ministers with all manner of pranks.
On the Isle of Man, the Fenoderee is
their version of a Brownie. It shares similar
characteristics as the typical house-elf, but it
is known to be exceptionally large, hairy, ugly,
and possessing incredible strength.

Vintage postcard depicting a
Scandinavian Nisse sleeping

Like other house-elves, care must be
taken not to offend the Fenoderee. One story
describes a Manx farmer who criticized his
Fenoderee’s grass-cutting, observing that the
grass was not trimmed short enough. The
Fenoderee responded by raising tree roots all
over the farmer’s property which nearly caused
the poor farmer to ruin his legs as he stumbled
across his land. You must also take care never
to give a set of clothes to a Fenoderee, for just
like the Brownies, they take great offense to
this and will abandon anyone who does so.
So, what is the protocol to keep your own
Brownie happy? There are rules of thumb that
tend to show up often in the folklore:
• Brownies and other house-elves tend to
enjoy a neat and tidy house. They will help
you with chores, but they will be annoyed if
the household is not clean.
• Never spy on a Brownie. There are
many tales of people who hid themselves in
the room where they expected the Brownie
to be busy working that evening, just to get
a glimpse. Usually this is not done with bad
intentions, simply out of curiosity. But the
Brownie nearly always discovers the human
and leaves the premises in a huff, never to
return.
• Just as in Harry Potter, giving your
house-elf a set of clothes is his license to
take off. J.K. Rowling did not come up with
that on her own. It is heavily documented
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in the folklore. However, the house-elves
of folk tradition are not slaves like the ones
in the Harry Potter series. They can come
and go as they please. A gift of clothes is
not necessarily a nullification of contractual
slavery, as Rowling depicts, but simply a
great insult.
• Feed your Brownie well and often. One
reason Brownies are frequently angered in
the folk tales is when the family they serve
forgets to feed them, or feeds them milk that
has gone sour. Nothing makes a Brownie
more annoyed than sour milk!
• Have pets and be good to them. Brownies
are often depicted as having friendships
with domestic animals. One particular story
described the Brownie being bonded to a
horse rather than to a property or family.
When the horse was sold, the Brownie went
with him. The Brownie blessed whomever
was good to the horse and cursed those who
were cruel to her.
Anyone who studies historical fairy beliefs
already knows to tread carefully when dealing
with wights. The notion of the pretty, tiny,
whimsical little fairy is a very recent invention.
Our ancestors knew well that elves and fairies
possessed the ability to grant great gifts or cause
great harm. Brownies are especially depicted

as benign helper spirits. And, according to
the lore, they absolutely are. But they are also
sensitive creatures who display strong emotion.
Crossing a Brownie could be the worst mistake
you ever make.
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Scottish F.I.R.E.

by James A. McQuiston, FSAScot
USA

A “Monster” of a Competition

Pictured above are the 2015 U. S. National Scottish Fiddling Championship judges and participants.
Back row from left to right: judges Laura Risk, Colyn Fischer & Bonnie Rideout plus Adam Bern (best
MSR), Bruce Erwin (best air), Tim Macdonald (3rd place), Elizabeth Anderson, Sean Heely. Middle
row: Meredith Hudock ( 2nd place), Joanna Johnson (4th place), Mari Black (1st place, best reel),
Rachael Smith (best strathspey), Annie Adams: Front row: Mary Beth McQueen (best march).

Scottish F.I.R.E. is Scottish Fiddling Revival,
Ltd., the North American association for Scottish
Fiddling and all of its regional styles (Cape
Breton, Shetland, etc.) The goal of Scottish
F.I.R.E. is to preserve and promote Scottish
fiddling through education, competition,
and the support of aspiring and established
Scottish fiddlers.
One of the foremost ways Scottish FIRE
helps to preserve the Scottish fiddling tradition
is by fostering and sanctioning Scottish fiddle
competitions. As a non-profit organization since
1975, Scottish FIRE sets the rules, and sanctions
the many Scottish fiddling competitions
held in the US, Canada, and other parts of
North America.

On September 12, 2015, at the Edinboro (PA)
Highland Games, the National Championships
were held, and the winners are listed above.
We were lucky enough to be seated, at
the evening ceilidh, with Sue Tillotson, who
organized the event, and the three judges.
After supper, Colyn Fischer, Laura Risk and
Bonnie Rideout each gave an incredible solo
performance, the likes of which few people
ever get to witness in person. All three have
impressive resumes and information on them
can easily be found online.
Sue told me that the competition was
extremely stiff this year and that the judges had
a difficult time choosing between so many great
fiddlers. Congratulations to all!
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The Blue Men
of the Minch

by Alison MacRae
Canada

Above: The Little Minch, photo credit Gnu-fdl, Wiki

The Blue Men of the Minch are found in
many shapes and can be seen mostly in the
Minch. The Minch is a strait in Northwest
Scotland separating the Northwest Highlands
and the Northern Inner Hebrides from the Isle
of Lewis and Harris in the Outer Hebrides.
It was known as Skotlandsford, or Scotland
ford.
The Blue Men also inhabit the stretch of
water between the Northern Hebrides and
mainland Scotland. They are not giants, but
human size, and are blue to match the water.
They wear a blue cap and have grey faces
and sleek skin colouring that match the sea.
They are sometimes known as Storm Kelpies;
they have great strength and they speak in
riddles. They swim by day and by night – they
never sleep.
Here a few of the many tales of where these
mythical Blue Men come from.

They are said to be part of a tribe of fallen
angels that split into three. The first became the
ground-dwelling fairies, the second evolved
into the sea-inhabiting Blue Men, and the
remainder became the merry dancers of the
Northern Lights in the sky.
Other legends speak of Moorish slaves
marooned in Ireland by Viking pirates and
slave traders, or Picts that used to swim in the
sea, after painting themselves blue, and going
after the loot on board the ships.
Many a tale has been told where the master
of a vessel and his sailors have seen a human
form swimming up to their boat, shouting up
and asking them to solve the riddle. The figure
would continue on its way if the riddle was
solved. If not, the sea would become a storm,
the waves would fly up, and the heavens would
get dark, the wind turned mighty, and the boats
would capsize.
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Ultimately, the sailors would drown and
the boats would be sunk. This is where it is
believed the sea shanty was started by sailors.
The following is one of the old sea shanty
poems about the “Blue Men of the Minch” –
Blue Chief:
Man of the black cap what do you say
As your proud ship cleaves the brine?
Skipper:
My speedy ship takes the shortest way
The Blue Men are breast-high
with foam-grey faces;
They’ll plunge along with fury
while they sweep the spray behind:
Oh! they’ll bellow o’er the billows
and wait upon the wind,
And if my boat be storm-tossed
and beating for the bay,
They’ll be howling and be growling
as they drench it with their spray
For they’d like to heel it over
to their laughter when it lists,

Or crack the keel between them,
or stave it with their fists.
Oh! Weary on the Blue Men,
their anger and their wiles!
The whole day long, the whole night long,
they’re splashing round the isles:
They’ll follow every fisher-ah!
They’ll haunt the fisher’s dream
When billows toss, oh!
Who would cross the Blue Men’s Stream!
		
(By MacDiarmid, 1920)
Although other kelpies are reported to be
around the coastal area, the Blue Men are
confined to a restricted area. They have no
counterparts elsewhere in the world or even in
other areas of Scotland. Such limited range is
rare for beliefs in spirits and demons. They are
also able to speak and converse with mariners,
and are especially vocal when soaking vessels
with water spray, roaring with laughter as
vessels capsize, and the sailors are drowned.
Such are the demons of the Blue Men.
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The Blue Men are said to be in a tribe, and
their chief is sometimes named Shony. The
Seonaidh, anglicized Shony or Shoney, was
a Celtic water spirit in Lewis, thus the Isle of
Lewis connection.

Kelpies

to honour these mythical water horses that are
98 foot steel sculptures that weigh 300 tonnes
each. They are situated in Falkirk, and were
completed in October 2013, by the sculptor
Andy Scott. They tower over the Helix site
at the eastern entrance to the Forth and Clyde
Canal, which joins the river Carron.

The kelpies or water horses are unique in
that they take on a completely different life
form. The water horse was found mainly in the
Western Highlands. This creature was often
seen grazing with a group of normal horses
and, in appearance, did not seem any different
than the rest of the herd – only being revealed
when a rider mounted the animal.
Then the rider was doomed, as the kelpie
would gallop furiously far into the loch with
its victim, drowning and then devouring it.
Photo credit Martin Shubert, Hawick, Scotland
They also took on other shapes. They could
One has to be very careful what you gaze
turn into beautiful young maidens and lure
upon
in the waters in Scotland – it just might
people to their death.
It is also interesting that statues were built be a sea monster!
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by Cass and Deborah Wright
Bellows Falls, VT, USA

MacMillan

Night in Mid-Autumn falls swift and deep
over the sere and savage landscape of Rannoch
Moor; long, long are the shadows, crook’d as
old bones, and strong roll the echoes, the wind
shrilling like unto the knell of fifty dying souls!
Fergus tried not to dwell on such, as he
trudged resolutely twixt the hummocks and the
burns, the gnarled stumps and the murky ravines,
wishing he’d returned along the road by which
he’d driven the cattle to market at Fort William,
but his home and hearth waited in Mallaig, and
he so yearned to be hame!
An hour before moonrise, Fergus felt the
shape come up behind him, and every hair
sprang erect on his head. He strove to hush the
hammering of his heart. Its breath
was charnel on Fergus’ shoulder as it
asked: “Thu coisich ri Dachaigh?”
“I spake not o’ the auld tongue.”
Fergus replied, though ‘twere a lie, for
he knew full well it had asked him if
he were headed home. “Nae bother,
Friend,” hissed the thing that strode
with him, “I ken the Saxon speech . . .
walking for home, be you?”
“No, just stretching me shanks,”
replied Fergus; he’d have liked to
whistle, but his mouth was parched
sore dry with fear. “Come” urges the
dread companion, “nae need tae walk,
for I can carry ye, whe’ver bound!”
So, a kelpie!, thinks Fergus, a daemon
horse o’ the high moors!
“Only tell me where yer hame be,
Man, and ye can ride me soft unto yer
bed!”

Och, aye, thinks Fergus, so she can hunt in
the night for me wife and bairns, after she’s
gnawed me ain poor heart!
“Aye, guid, then,” says Fergus, “I’ve a map
to me croft drawn right here, on this square o’
wool.”
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MacMillan Tartan and Shield

And with that, Fergus pulled his hand from
out his pocket and pressed the object into the
horrible, grasping black talons of the thing at
his elbow . . . but no scrap of wool that, but an
Eye of Brigid, all woven from colored yarn to a
wee cross of yew, and dedicated to the woman
who was the Matron Saint of all Gaels.
And then did the Moors echo thunderously
with the tortured scream of the hissing,
gnashing, writhing kelpie, as she roared into a
great purging ball of flame . . . and vanished in a
rasping spray of black ash upon the wind . . .
“Ha!” sighed Fergus mightily, turning up
his collar against the rising chill, hands yet
trembling, “yon dread beestie should ne’er ha’e
stalked a man o’ the Clan MacMillan!”
Few families of Scotland can claim to have
occupied more widely varied and remote regions
of the country than the far-roaming MacMillans.
There are many theories on the details of their
origin, but the most popular belief is that they
are descendants of the mighty Siol O’Cain, a
Pictish tribe of Moray whose history stretches
back beyond the Dark Ages.

The Knapdale name is underlined in red on this
image from the Blaeu Map dating from 1654.

The name MacMillan is, undeniably,
monastic in origin, probably from Mac Gillem-

haoil , whose source means “Son of the Tonsured
servant,” broadly suggesting a descent from a
pre-Medieval line of Celtic abbots.
An Gillemaol, himself a priest of some
historical note, lived near Elgin in the year 1132,
where he was listed as one of the witnesses
in the Book of Deer, the oldest of all Scottish
archives. A stronger version of that reasoning
brings along the following path: In that era, the
Columban church permitted their priests, indeed
all of their clergy, to marry, such being a long
tradition among early Celtic churchmen; but
this was a way of life that came under fire from
the cultural reformation sought by the court of
the Canmore, as Queen Margaret pressured her
new subjects to conform to the edicts of the
papacy in Rome.
Her son, Alexander I, attempted to quell the
two factions during his reign, by appointing
a Columban priest named Cormac as the
new Bishop of Dunkeld. Among Cormac’s
own several sons was an adventurous young
cleric known as Gille Chriosd (“disciple of
Christ”), and it was this historical figure who
is generally considered to be the progenitor of
Clan MacMillan,” the name deriving from the
tonsured hair of priests in remembrance of St
John, whose name in Medieval Gaelic appears
as Mhaoil-Iain, and thus renders, over time, into
MacMillan.
Many family historians also point out that
the MacMillans were, for several generations,
closely related to Clan Buchanan, due to
evidence of a MacMillan ancestor named
Methlan, a younger son of Anselan, 7th chief
of the Buchanans, who flourished in the early
1200s. Their original home was at Lawers,
which can be found on the north shore of Loch
Tay, in the shadow of hunched and brooding
Ben Lawers. Lamentably, these clansmen were
driven away in the 1300s by the Chalmerses,
having obtained a charter to those same lands
from David I, but who were later forfeit of
them, for their involvement in the conspiracy
to assassinate James I, during his Christmas
holiday at Blackfriars Abbey.
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The MacMillan chief who had been so
expelled from Lawers allegedly had no less than
ten sons, some of whom became the progenitors
of the line known as the Ardournags, as well as
other families in Breadalbane; but their chief
relocated to Argyll, from whence he obtained
lands in Knapdale from the MacDonald Lord of
the Isles, and thereby became known to most as
MacMillan of Knap. This MacMillan is widely
believed to have had his charter engraved in
Gaelic on the top of a mossy boulder at the
boundary of his land, a fascinating inscription
that can still be visited today.
By marriages, the MacMillans increased
their holdings in Knapdale, most notably
with an heiress of Hector MacNeill, a maiden
named Erca, thereby coming into considerable
importance in the district. One of the towers of
Sweyn Castle is known as MacMillan’s Tower,
and in the old kirkyard of Kilmorie Knap,
where the chapel was built by the MacMillan
chief, stands a cross over twelve-feet high,
richly sculptured with foliage, and picturing a
Highland chief hunting deer, with an inscription
to “Alexandri Macmillan.”
From an earlier time, a branch of the Clan
had settled elsewhere; the reason for this being
the tale of the stranger known as Marallach
More, who settled in Knapdale, and by his
overbearing disposition made himself especially
hostile to one of the Chief’s sons, who lived at
Kilchamag. The affair came to open aggression,
and finally, in a mortal duel, MacMillan killed
his adversary, but as a result, had to leave the
district.
With only a half-dozen followers he resettled
to Lochaber, where he secured the protection of
Cameron of Lochiel, being granted residence on
lands beside Loch Arkaig. Another story claims
the early seat of the MacMillans was on both
sides of Loch Arkaig; and that, on Lochaber
being granted to the Lord of the Isles, the clan
became servitors to the MacDonald of Isla; and
further, when the Camerons seized possession
of the area, the MacMillans became, perforce,
their tenants.. This claim, though, is found

debatable in that Macmillan of Knap was widely
recognized as Chief of the Clan.
And not unknown to the Kings of the Scots
were the MacMillans, as when Robert the Bruce
himself, fleeing the early wrath of the Comyns,
after the death of their John the Red, took refuge
with the MacMillans, sheltered specifically by
their chief Maolmuire, in his home on Ben
Lawer. In point of fact, when the Bruce chose
to depart that haven, the chief’s brother, Gilbert
went with him, and was still in his company
when he fought at Bannockburn, leading many
of his own clansmen. Those kin are descended in
modern times to the MacMillans of Brockloch,
based mostly in Galloway.
Among the legends widely known and
cherished by the MacMillans of Knapdale
is the tale of Gillespie Ban. That particular
individual, while attending a seasonal fair,
became engaged in a quarrel with a personage
of great local importance, and following a short
but fierce struggle, slew the man in the passion
of the moment. Fleeing the scene of his crime,
he struck out overland, and managed to reach
Inveraray Castle, where, still endeavoring to
elude capture, he rushed in, barging his way to
the common ovens of the Earl of Argyll’s great
kitchen.
Finding the cooks there busily engaged in
baking, Gillespie swiftly clad himself in an
apron, and so disguised, began kneading and
flouring the barley bannocks he found set out on
the room’s long boards. Being engaged therewith
when his pursuers came bursting through the
castle’s kitchens, he was mistaken for merely a
simple domestic in service to the Earl’s general
staff. The time thus won by this ruse allowed
for a “calp” (a restitution for a felony) to be
arranged by his relations for payment to the kin
of the slain man, and so Gillespie was free to
live thereafter in peace.
Some time later, Gillespie settled himself
and his family in Glendaruel, where his
descendants were known, in commemoration of
the facts of that quaint escape, by the surname
of MacBacster, or “sons of the baker.”
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Today, many folks from farther up that tree,
adorn their mailboxes with names like “Baxter”,
“Bakerson” or even “McBaker.”
The MacMillans in Lochaber, dwelt in Muir
Laggan, Glen Spean, and Caillie. Their militia
was reckoned at 100 fighting men, and they
were held to be among the most loyal followers
of Lochiel, who made use of them often in his
most critical enterprises. In the 1600s, trouble
arose betwixt them and a sept of the Camerons,
commonly called the MacGhilleonies; in
a pitched battle with twelve of them, one
MacMillan was killed . . a detail which many a
Cameron has found to be dubiously apocryphal,
ever since.
But the tale does go on to say, that fearing
blood vengeance, those dozen MacGhilleonies
fled to the fastness of the hills, hoping to hide
there until their foes, the MacMillans, could be
appeased. The MacMillans, however, demanded
their right to pursue their adversaries outright,
purportedly warning Lochiel, Chief of the
Camerons, that if his permission to do so was
not given, they would unleash their dire wrath
on all within the offending sept. Offering no
defense for his judgment, Lochiel granted his
leave, and thereby did the MacMillans set off
hunting their quarry, howling their way through
the hills like foaming furies. The result of this
great route, was that, with no loss of life to any
MacMillan combatant, though many had fallen
wounded, all twelve MacGhilleonies were
overtaken, and either captured, or slain.
Despite decades of severe encroachment by
the Campbell Earls, MacMillan of Knap was
still hailed as Chief of the Clan when his line
expired in 1665; the title passed to the Dunmore
branch, and from them to the Lagalgarve branch,
where it is still vested.
After the chiefship passed from the House of
Knap (or: “Chnap” as it is still rendered for the
MacMillan battle standard), to the younger line of
the MacMillans of Dunmore, a unique example
may be seen of the Clan’s fervent devotion
to their new Protestant roots, when chieftain
John MacMillan of Murlaggan challenged

Prince Charles Edward Stuart at Glenfinnan to
renounce his Catholic faith, or lose the support
of the MacMillans. Murlaggan’s own sons
refuted the vanity of such an ultimatum, and led
a company of their clansmen under Lochiel’s
banner; sadly, the massacre on Culloden Moor
left Murlaggan’s estates on Loch Tarbert entirely
without heirs.
Following the massacre, a cousin, Donald
MacMillan of Tulloch, was promised protection
and clemency by the Duke of Cumberland in
exchange for the surrender of his men, but, to
the surprise of few, in retrospect, they were
instead transported to the Caribbean as convict
labor, without benefit of trial.
But even the immolation of Jacobite glory
could not long suppress the MacMillan spirit of
adventure, and though the House of Dunmore
wavered out, the Clan survived through the
Lagalgarve MacMillans. William Macmillan,
a career military man of that final line, served
as captain of marines under Admiral Horatio
Nelson on the flagship HMS Victory, and
his great-grandson rose to the lofty office of
Governor of Edinburgh Castle.
Whether crossing a haunted moor in the
highlands, or daring the inferno of fugitive
ovens, the MacMillans, ever raise high their
swords!
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The Book is Coming…in 2016! The
printing process has been slower to
fruition than anticipated. A compilation
of the first 2 years of Henceforth Tales
should be available for sale at fairs,
events, etc., some time in 2016. Thank
you all for your patience and your
readership.

Henceforth Tales
by Cass & Deborah Wright

Follow future issues of the Celtic Guide
for further information about 2016
publication. . . and thank you for joining us
at the hearth !
- DW

The Creatures of Samhain

by James Slaven
USA

Illustration from Robert Burns’ “Halloween,” by J.M. Wright and Edward Scriven (Wikimedia Commons)

This is a liminal time; a time of beginnings and
endings, and of light and dark. It is a time when
the veils between worlds are the thinnest, as the
light of the sun is dying in the autumn of the year
and darkness is reaching its ever-lengthening
grasp across the lands. It is a time to think back
over the year, and to huddle together and keep
safe against the powers that ride out into the
mortal world on this night. This is Samhain.
The meaning of the word Samhain comes
from Old Irish meaning “summer’s end,” from
summer, samh and end, fuin. The modern Irish
word for summer is samhradh, and Samhain
is still the name for the month of November
in Ireland. Celts considered sundown as the

start of the day, which is why, though Samhain
actually falls on November 1st, it would have
been celebrated starting at sundown the night
before, on October 31st. It is one of the four
main festivals in Celtic tradition, making up the
“quarter days,” the days between the equinoxes
and solstices.
With Samhain comes a wide variety of
supernatural creatures.
The festival of Samhain has many names
and is celebrated differently throughout the
Celtic lands. Now it is synonymous with the
American-born holiday Halloween; with older
traditions becoming more modern while others
have returned to their roots, and some simply
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being a part of the modern celebrations.
As most of the legends and aspects come
from Ireland, let’s start with Oíche Shamnha, or
Night of Samhain, as it is called on the Emerald
Isle. On this night, the dead and the Aos Sí, also
known as fairies or the Shining Ones, come
out from their mounds and visit us from the
Otherworld, due to the veil between the worlds
being at its thinnest at this time. It is wise to
stay indoors on this night, or at the very least
to have travel companions, as the hosts of the
Aos Sí might kidnap you and take you away to
their realms. Families would leave a spot at the
table open so their ancestors could join them.
In the case of both Otherworld visitors, gifts of
food and drink would be left outside the house
to appease them, thus quelling any anger or
mischief they had in store.
On Samhain, household fires would be
extinguished, to be relit from a communal
bonfire, in order to cleanse the house and start
the year anew. The Hills of Tara and Tlachtga,
which are about 12 miles apart from each other,
and are located less than 30 miles northwest of
Dublin, are particularly associated with this,
as locations of fire festivals. Another location
linked to Samhain is Oweynagat (“cave of cats”)
in County Roscommon, from whence the hosts
of the Otherworld spew forth.
Samhain holds importance in many of the
Irish myths and the Irish polytheistic religion.
The Ulster Cycle mentions Samhain several
times. It is the first quarter day discussed by the
heroine Emer in the Tochmarc Emire. The later
sagas Mesca Ulad and Serglige Con Culainn
start at Samhain.
The Irish hero Fionn Mac Cumhaill protects
Tara from the god Aillen at Samhain. The
Dagda, the Irish All-Father, has an affair with
The Morrígan at Samhain (the Irish goddess of
battle and strife) to ensure his victory in battle.
The Morrígan is associated with Samhain on her
own; as she rides out of the Sídhe of Cruachan on

this night in a chariot, pulled by A One-legged
Horse! Darker connections occur with Donn, a
Celtic god of the dead, and with Crom Cruaich,
a deity with connections to ritual slaughter.
Scotland has the most in common with
Ireland’s festival, with even the name Oidhche
Shamhna being very similar. This is natural, as
they are both Goidelic Gaelic languages.
Samhain’s pagan traditions are still strong in
Scotland, with games of divination still being
played, as divination is most effective when the
veil is thin.
Robert Burns, the best-known poet of
Scotland, wrote the poem “Halloween,”
containing many references to pagan practices
which continued as Scottish Halloween
traditions well into his time. For example, young
women would peel apples and see what initial
the peeling formed, as that would tell you the
first letter of the name of your future husband.
Or, engaged or newlywed couples would each
put nuts, often hazelnuts, beside each other in
the fire and whether the nuts stayed together in
the flames or moved apart would be an indicator
of the couple’s future happiness. However, the
nuts might hiss and spit at each other.
A more recent tradition in Scotland is the
seasonal eating of pork pies or sausage rolls.
Due to the Witchcraft Act of 1735, it was illegal
to eat pork, so when that act was ended in the
1950s, these dishes became very popular again
for Halloween in Scotland.
In Gaelic lore, and especially in Scotland,
the Cailleach is the divine hag who represents
the winter with her seasonal rule starting on
Samhain and lasting until the first of the summer
on Bealtainn. The west coast of Scotland has
her washing her great plaid for three days in
a giant coastal whirlpool, which ends with the
land being blanketed in snow.
In Wales this day is called Nos Calan Gaeaf.
The name is derived from the Latin term for the
first day of the month (calends) and the Welsh
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term for winter. It was one of the Ysbrydnos,
the days when spirits walked abroad, with the
other being Bealtainn. One particular form of
traditional divination was families placing
stones around a fire with each of their names
on them. If someone’s stone was missing in the
morning, that person could plan on dying that
year. In Welsh lore, a spirit called Yr Hwch Ddu
Gwta takes the form of a black sow and roams
the countryside with a headless woman at this
time.
On the Isle of Man, Hop-tu-Naa is celebrated.
As in other Celtic lands, jack-o-lanterns are
carved out of turnips, called swedes by the
Manx. Divination was also used at Nop-tuNaa, in that families would scatter ashes at
the door. The direction of the first footprint
would determine whether the household in the
coming year would see a death, if the footprint
is facing away from the house, or a birth, if the
footprint is facing towards the house. The future

could also be conjured in prophetic dreams by
stealing a neighbor’s salt herring and eating it
before going to bed. It makes one wonder who
was foolish enough to leave their salt herring on
display this night!
The Celts and their druids did not leave many
written records but rather used an oral tradition
that entailed decades of training. Because of that,
and of the Romans’ ability to culturally ensnare
those they’ve conquered or accepted, there are no
extant records of any rituals, let alone Samhain
rituals. Fortunately, that does not stop modern
people from celebrating the festival with their
own rituals. Celtic Reconstructionists, Neopagans, and Wiccans all have their own styles for
creating rituals, and for Samhain this typically
involves an acknowledgement that the summer
is ending and the new year is beginning, as it
grows ever darker. From that point the rituals,
and their “creatures,” can diverge greatly in
style, even within the same religion.

Sunset on the Hill of Tara (Wikimedia Commons)
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To find your favorite monster you can look in the book of Who’s Boo, or in the closet, or just read this
issue of Celtic Guide. And there are some here that I bet you never heard of. That’s what we like best –
when we can bring our readers a story they won’t find anywhere else. Our next issue will be our “Gifts”
issue, which we always publish around Christmastime, towards the end of the year. We already have
some great stories arriving for that issue, and again some can not be found anywhere else. We appreciate
your readership and support as we continue our adventure with the Celtic Guide.
Here are the themes for next year – 2016. We have some “Good Stuff” coming up!
February - Seasons and Cycles (recurring themes from Celtic culture and history)
April - War and Peace (great men and women, great events from Celtic history)
June - Kith and Kin (stories about family episodes, connections, mysteries)
August - Hearth and Home (stories of old buildings and living structures)
October - Our Halloween issue in whatever spooky form that decides to take next year
December - Gifts (our free-for-all, anything-goes, Christmas gift issue)
We will cover a lot of ground with this list of themes, so get those pencils sharpened, get those reading
glasses polished, and hang on for the ride!
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